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}  Preliminary findings from doctoral research 
on Australian university academic boards. 

}  A note about the data and limitations. 
}  Findings presented around three key themes: 

governance; power; and academic quality 
assurance 

}  Observed characteristics of an effective 
board. 

}  What do the data suggest about the future of 
Australian university academic boards? 

}  Questions and discussion. 
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}  Three basic modes of governance observed 
within academic boards: traditional collegial; 
managerial and shared governance.  

}  Universities themselves still practice form of 
collegial governance but hegemonic group has 
changed. 

}  Some academic board characteristics influenced 
by age of university. 

}  Common TOR but loose relationship to actual 
roles. 

}  Board style generally relatively passive and 
transactional. 

}  “Executisation” of universities common trend. 
}  Locus of power in universities rests with VC. 
}  Academic boards generally considered to 

have little power but varying degrees of 
influence. 

}  Academic board meetings tended to be 
dominated by management. 

}  Evidence in all three boards of management 
proposals occasionally being “sent back”. 

}  Role of academic board chair in university 
varies. 
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}  Academic quality assurance (AQA) most 
important academic board role to VCs, now 
and in future. 

}  Academic boards lend credibility to external 
AQA processes. 

}  Not sufficient to prevent boards from 
becoming merely ‘formal approval 
mechanism’. 

}  Strongest board had unique function 
recognised throughout university. 

}  Operated on shared governance model. 
}  Both chair and VC worked very hard to make 

it work. 
}  Attitude and approach of VC central 
}  Still not perfect. 
}  Size of board and documented 

responsibilities/powers not so important. 

}  Great concern about academic boards adding 
value. 

}  Potential for remaining roles to be taken over 
by executive. 

}  Risk of becoming formal approval only. 
}  Council may not see academic board as 

independent. 
}  External QA role very important to VCs. 
}  VCs generally see need for ‘whole of 

university view’ on matters such as course 
approval. 

 


